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A photo graph of the Fuji Kan in Los Angeles displays "lm posters and adver-
tising banners hanging  under a whimsical facade of Japan’s iconic Mount 
Fuji. It is a brightly lit marquee, and the building itself appears nestled be-
tween storefronts, restaurants, and a bustling boulevard. Fuji Kan was "rst 
built in 1925 at 324 East First Street, in the heart of Los Angeles’s  Little To-
kyo. It was among at least four theaters operated by Japa nese in Los Angeles 
before World War II. At the Fuji Kan, the latest "lms from Japan  were pro-
jected on- screen. OAen  these "lms  were accompanied by musical instrumen-
tation and a benshi, who provided live narration or commentary. It was the 
benshi with whom audiences identi"ed and whom they longed for, their 
names publicized in local papers as prominently as the "lm titles and stars. 
Fuji Kan employed a cadre of benshi, each of whom brought his or her own 
s#le and per for mance to a given "lm show. Such dynamics made the "lmic 
experience contingent, variable, and di>erentiated. While it was true that 
audiences in Los Angeles could now view the same "lms as audiences in To-
kyo, the live performative ele ments at the Fuji Kan presented a view of cin-
ema at once localized and irreproducible.

Operating at a pivotal time for Japa nese in the United States, the Fuji Kan 
was more than a venue for commercial entertainment. When they moved 
across the cities and towns on the Paci"c coast, many Japa nese confronted a 
color line stretching from housing restrictions to the spaces of public ac-
commodation. Against  these exclusions, the Fuji Kan was something of a 
refuge, an untethered space that catered to its audiences. Throughout the 
de cades, Japanese- owned theaters in the United States served a multiplici# 
of usages. Beyond o>ering "lm shows, they served as places of gathering, 
assembly, and collectivization. In conjunction with "lm screenings, they of-
ten held per for mances, lectures, sermons, rallies, communi# gatherings, 
or fund- raisers. OAen located in urban centers,  these spaces  were even re-
con"gured at crucial moments to serve the barer necessities of housing and 
sustenance.

Even the screen at the Fuji Kan projected a plenitude of media across vary-
ing format, content, and genre. American feature "lms  were the standard 
fare in the earliest days. When "lms from Japan began to be exhibited more 
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2 Introduction

regularly in the mid-1920s, they  were most oAen coupled with short features 
ranging from travelogues, educational or industrial shorts, and, as the 
Sino- Japanese War escalated, propaganda "lms. Additionally, the Fuji 
Kan on several occasions exhibited local #lms, depicting views of the neigh-
borhood and commercial streets as well as communi# activities, such as 
swimming competitions and judo matches. Showing local views and 
recognizable places,  these "lms appealed to audiences’ desires for self- 
recognition or “seeing oneself on the screen.”1 For Japa nese excluded from 
po liti cal participation in the United States (as determined by law  until 
1952), local "lms presented the audience with an alternative form of public 
aDrmation and recognition.

Providing a central gathering place for many Japa nese, the Fuji Kan drew 
together an ever- widening public. Junko Ogihara was among the "rst to write 
about the theater and the "lm culture of Japa nese in Los Angeles in the ar-
ticle “The Exhibition of Films for Japa nese Americans in Los Angeles during 
the  Silent Film Era” (1990). The early days of the theater  were inEuenced by 
the ci#’s Euctuating population. “-‘[Japa nese] families rolled in from the out-
lying farms in their Model T’s’ to dine and shop in  Little Tokyo,” according 

Photo graph of Los Angeles’s Fuji Kan in 1939. Courtesy of Los Angeles  
Public Library.
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to one account, “[and] ended the night at the Fuji- kan, the local movie  house 
showing Japa nese  silent "lms, complete with a silver- tongued benshi with 
shamisen accompaniment.”-2 Like the ci# itself, the Fuji Kan was tied to mi-
gration and the growing cycles of agricultural "elds, its audiences expand-
ing and contracting with the centripetal movements characteristic of the 
developing Paci"c coast of the early twentieth  century. Fuji Kan served its 
multiplicitous audience for de cades  until its closure during World War II. It 
would reemerge  aAer the war as the Linda Lea Theatre in 1945 and Kinema 
Theatre in 1955.

From its earliest years, the Fuji Kan o>ers us a glimpse of the radical het-
erogenei# within American "lm historiography. It tells the story of "lm 
circulation moving multidirectionally across the Paci"c, of ephemeral exhi-
bition practices during and beyond the  silent era, and of alternative "lm 
publics and contexts taking shape in the United States throughout the early 
twentieth  century and beyond. Transpaci#c Convergences explores this mul-
tifaceted history by tracing an alternative public sphere of "lm practice and 
possibili# for Japa nese in the United States before World War II. Drawing 
on original archival research, Transpaci#c Convergences moves beyond domi-
nant "lm industries and nationalizing contexts to reenvision the transna-
tional and global dimensions within the historiographies of U.S. "lm and 
media. Even in the "rst de cades of the American "lm industry’s develop-
ment, "lms  were being made by Japa nese in the United States. Their early 
"lm production e>orts, as well as their in de pen dently established produc-
tion studios,  were not entirely without pre ce dent but shared varying traits 
with the emergent race "lm industry. Japa nese "lms  were also coming to the 
United States and circulated by U.S.- based benshi and across nontheatrical 
exhibition sites. Tracing  these developments across the shiAing technolo-
gies of the cinema, I go on to look at the impact of the sound transition as it 
reshaped Japa nese participation in the "lm industry as well as the context of 
in de pen dent "lm production and exhibition. From across the Paci"c and be-
yond, the routes of Japa nese "lm culture moved ever expansively as Japa nese 
theater  owners also catered to Filipino audiences and their desires to view 
Filipino "lms. Taken together, Transpaci#c Convergences illuminates a plural-
i# of "lmmaking and "lmgoing practices in the United States in the "rst half 
of the twentieth  century.

I use the term transpaci#c convergence not to name or describe a particu-
larized region or even a movement; rather, it is a heuristic for rethinking the 
terms of "lm historicism and historiography. As Jennifer M. Bean in  Silent 
Cinema and the Politics of Space (2014) notes, it is the historicist logic of 
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4 Introduction

Eu ro pean and North American moderni# that shapes early cinema’s dis-
course of itself. This conceptual legacy not only “arti"cially bifurcates [the 
study of cinema] into Western and non- Western spheres, but also obfuscates 
a view of the rest of the world as anything other than a space to be conquered 
or developed.” This lingering historicism has  shaped the "eld’s assumptions 
about cinema’s technological and industrial moderni# and has situated the 
major "lm industries of France, Germany, Rus sia, and especially the United 
States as the center, presuming all  else as periphery. Looking to the formative 
moments in the New Film History, Bean notes, “however paradoxically, a 
particularly power ful means of forestalling critical interrogation emerged as 
a somewhat oblique and unintended consequence of revisionist approaches 
to early "lm history.” The study of early cinema’s orientation  toward Euro- 
American moderni# has obfuscated and provincialized the multifarious re-
sponses to early cinema’s “arrival” across the globe.3 In (dis)orienting this 
historicist logic, Transpaci#c Convergences illuminates uneven and disjunctive 
features of cinema’s relationship to moderni#. Beyond widening the histori-
ography, the book follows the routes of "lm circulation and exchange to trace 
a counterpublic for national "lm industries and dominant "lm cultures.

Transpaci#c Convergences tells a story of emergence, a cinema by Japa nese 
in the United States during a transformative period. Between the years 1908 
and 1917, U.S. "lm systems of repre sen ta tion, production, and distribution 
began consolidating into what David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson fa-
mously outlined as the classical Hollywood system. Scholarship demarcates 
 these pivotal early years by the changes to "lm s#le (particularly the devel-
opment of continui# editing and narrative storytelling), the shiA from 
single- reel to multiple- reel formats, and the demise of the smaller storefront 
theaters reliant on changing programs and short "lms.  These  were also the 
years that American "lm studios began consolidating in southern Califor-
nia and gave rise to the industry we now know as Hollywood. In American 
Cinema’s Transitional Era: Audiences, Institutions, Practices (2004), Charlie Keil 
and Shelley Stamp argue that the so- called transitional period did not merely 
pave the way for rationalization and a major studio system of mass produc-
tion; rather, the era and the industry  were marked by considerable instabil-
i# and volatili#. “The sheer diversi# of repre sen ta tional, institutional and 
exhibition practices that coexist at this moment of transition,” according to 
Keil and Stamp, “point as much to the eventual shape that Hollywood "lm-
making would assume in the classical era as to other possibilities and other 
models lost in the wake of consolidation and standardization that marked 
the studio era.”4 Transpaci#c Convergences charts the emergence of a cinema 
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within and beyond this formative period. Moving across several major eras 
in "lm history, from the  earlier nickelodeon period (1905 to the early 1910s) 
to the introduction of synchronized sound (1927 to 1930) and  until the end 
of World War II and the changes to the studio system, it locates a cinema 
emerging over and against the rise of the dominating studio system and the 
assimilative power of its consolidation.

At the same time, Transpaci#c Convergences also tells an ensuing story of 
foreclosure. The early "lm production e>orts by Japa nese in the United States 
 were short- lived; their "lms had inadequate channels for circulation and dis-
tribution. Companies  were oAen s#mied by lack of adequate capital and 
 limited access to technology.  These challenges  were exacerbated as the sound 
transition transformed the institution of the cinema. Alongside the devas-
tating e>ects of World War II and the mass removal of Japa nese Americans 
to concentration camps, the fullest possibilities of this  earlier era  were 
not to materialize. Within this view, Transpaci#c Convergences traces a cin-
ema that would ultimately not come to be. Calling for a “"lm history as me-
dia archaeology” approach, Thomas Elsaesser looks to con temporary digital 
media as a mode to rethink "lm historicism and the “idea of historical 
change itself and what we mean by inclusion and exclusion, horizons and 
bound aries, emergence and transformation.”-5 This approach means exam-
ining the change and continui# of media images, cultures, and practices be-
yond a teleological conception of "lm history. Transpaci#c Convergences 
charts  these divergent and disjunctive trajectories to unsettle a successive 
and linear conception of "lm history. It traces a cinema no longer pre sent 
and illuminates a past made available only across its relics, fragments, and 
archival traces. In so  doing, Transpaci#c Convergences calls for a reimagining 
of the U.S. media past, not only of what that history is but also how and by 
what means it is told.

Reenvisioning Asian American Media Pasts
The years 2019 and 2020 mark a pivotal moment for Asian American "lm and 
media as such founding media arts organ izations as Visual Communications 
(VC), Asian CineVision (ACV), and Center for Asian American Media (for-
merly known as the National Asian American Telecommunications Associa-
tion [NAATA]) celebrated key anniversaries alongside the "Ay years since 
Asian American studies centers and departments  were established at U.S. 
universities. To recognize and reEect upon this legacy and its implications 
for the  future, a cluster of proj ects and productions  were or ga nized. The 
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Japa nese American National Museum held an exhibition At First Light: The 
Dawning of Asian Paci#c Amer i ca, featuring an opening plenary with core Visual 
Communications found ers Robert Nakamura, Duane Kubo, Alan Ohashi, and 
Eddie Wong.6 The long- awaited documentary series Asian Americans was also 
released for public tele vi sion. Chronicling the history of Asian Americans 
 (including its "lmmaking), the "ve- part docuseries was produced by the 
documentary "lmmaker Renee Tajima- Peña, who herself was a founding 
member of NAATA.7 Other key events included the screening series My Sight 
Is Lined with Visions: 1990s Asian American Film and Video, featuring the work 
and contributions of experimental "lmmakers.8 Importantly adjoining  these 
wide- ranging proj ects was Film Quarterly’s two- part symposium and special 
dossier “Asian American Film at FiAy.” Featuring contributing articles, the 
issue was guest edited by Brian Hu and B. Ruby Rich. In their introduction, 
Hu and Rich called attention to the impor tant founding moments and insti-
tutions of Asian American cinema, from its genesis in the panethnic po liti-
cal organ izing of the Asian American movement to the radical stru? les for 
decolonization and ending the American war in Vietnam. Yet even as  these 
events reEected on and celebrated  these founding and originating histories, 
they also encouraged new lines of inquiry and new objects of study to emerge. 
For instance, Hu and Rich look to UCLA’s Visual Communication’s initial im-
petus to produce and circulate visual education materials to highlight the 
importance of the original multimedia and nontheatrical contexts in Asian 
American "lm and media history.9 Other contributing scholars like Josslyn 
Luckett revisit the student productions from Ethno- Communications to 
elucidate the largely unrecognized "lmmaking e>orts of Asian American 
 women as well as their interconnections with the LA Rebellion (African 
American in de pen dent "lmmaking at UCLA in the 1970s).10  These new and 
developing e>orts represent a multitude of ways to begin rethinking Asian 
American media pasts.

By looking to the "rst half of the twentieth  century, Transpaci#c Conver-
gences aims to re orient Asian American "lm and media history in several 
impor tant ways. First, I reveal an  earlier, longer, and more expansive his-
tory of Asian American in de pen dent "lmmaking. Well before 1968, Japa nese 
in the United States produced their own "lms and established what I would 
describe as an aspirational cinema based in the politics of racial upliA and 
respectabili#. Filmmakers also made a range of "lms during the period when 
the advent of synchronized sound transformed the institution of the cinema. 
In refocusing the lens on this  earlier "lmic era, the very terms Asian Ameri-
can and in de pen dent require considerable rede"nition. Established long be-
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fore the usage of this term, the cinema of the early period was neither 
self- consciously Asian American nor similarly politicized by the radical and 
revolutionary movements that gave rise to post-1968 "lmmaking.11 While 
 these "lmmaking endeavors  were in de pen dent from the dominant "lm 
 industry in both the United States and Japan, their relationship to major 
"lm institutions was not necessarily, or self- avowedly, oppositional. In 
re orienting the  earlier era, I su?est  these  earlier "lmmaking produc-
tions and practices may be understood within geographies of proximity and 
 circulation.

The earliest "lm companies established by Japa nese  were all located in and 
around the ci# of Los Angeles.  These developments  were  shaped by the for-
mation of Los Angeles’s  Little Tokyo and its geo graph i cal relationship to the 
emerging "lm industry. Los Angeles had become a particularly vibrant hub 
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8 Introduction

for the 130,000 Japa nese who arrived in the continental United States and Ha-
waii by the time the "rst West Coast "lm studio was established in Edendale 
in 1908. The early "lm colony was in the northwest region of the historic 
downtown, only a few miles from the burgeoning Japa nese district in the East 
First Street area. This neighborhood grew as many Japa nese arrived in Los 
Angeles from San Francisco. In addition to the  great 1906 earthquake, North-
ern California had become considerably less amenable with the segregation 
of Japa nese students by the San Francisco School Board, an incident that cat-
alyzed the 1908 Gentlemen’s Agreement, and the stronger presence of white 
trade  unions and anti- Japanese nativism. The population of Japa nese in Los 
Angeles was doubled in 1907 and became the largest in the continental United 
States by the end of World War I. Consequently, Los Angeles’s  Little Tokyo 
emerged as a thriving commercial and residential hub and as a major artery 
of transit.
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This physical proximi# was especially central to the early production com-
panies established during the period when Hollywood was emerging as a 
major studio system. Even as  these Japanese- led companies  were peripheral 
to the developing industry, they still relied on, or  were inEuenced by, de-
velopments and resources emanating from that industry, creating what Da-
vid James refers to as “minor cinemas.” Some com pany found ers gained prior 
experience working in the margins of the industry, while  others relied on the 
industry for personnel or other creative or tangible materials.12 Of course, 
Hollywood itself also made use of its locali#, turning its geo graph i cal loca-
tion into an invaluable asset. Not only did the earliest "lm pioneers and the 
emerging Los Angeles "lm companies utilize the favorable climate condi-
tions, but they also bene"tted from the open shop status of Los Angeles and 
the ci# ’s shiAing and growing demographic population. In writing about 
Mexican "lm culture and Hollywood, Colin Gunckel further notes that the 
very consolidation of the industry was  shaped by the e>orts to preserve an 
image of Los Angeles as a “white spot,” its  actual racialized populations serv-
ing as a foil against which images of white Los Angeles  were constructed.13

While situated at the margins of emerging Hollywood, the cinemas of this 
 earlier period  were si mul ta neously  shaped by the circulation of  people, cul-
ture, and "lm across the Paci"c. Moving within and between the dominant 
"lm industries in the United States and Japan, participants of  these  earlier 
"lm cultures  were inEuenced at varying scales by the developments and con-
nections to the Japa nese "lm industry. Aaron Gerow notes that "lm pro-
ducers and studios in Japan had long envisioned an overseas market for its 
"lms. During a period in which American and Eu ro pean "lmmakers  were 
producing "lms set in Japan, Japa nese "lmmakers conversely  imagined the 
“dream of export” as the “standard by which Japa nese motion pictures could 
be recognized as a cinema.”14 Even though Japan never realized  these ambi-
tions to cultivate a substantial international market, Japa nese producers and 
distributors in the United States  were inEuenced by  these dynamics as they 
sought opportunities and possibilities within and between the major indus-
tries on both sides of the Paci"c. Japan had a particularly robust domestic 
"lm industry. Unlike other parts of the world, U.S. "lm studios  were unable 
to seize control of Japan’s "lm market due to the reor ga ni za tion of the "lm 
industry and trade protections. According to Hiroshi Kitamura, Japan 
 responded to the “Hollywoodization” of the world  aAer World War I by 
strengthening and consolidating their "lm industry into a vertically inte-
grated system. This allowed the industry to vastly increase their production 
output and ensure a domestic market. Moving multidirectionally across the 
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Paci"c, Japa nese who had work experience in Hollywood, including several 
who participated in the "lm cultures explored in this book, also circled back 
to the Japa nese "lm industry to enhance  these developments with adapta-
tions of Hollywood "lmmaking techniques and practices.15

 These transpaci"c movements  were a key part of the early "lm cultures 
in the United States. As I explore in the following chapters, some of the early 
production studios sought audiences not in the United States but instead 
looked overseas  toward distribution markets in Japan. The impact of the 
sound transition in Japan also inEuenced the circulation of Japa nese "lms 
in the United States. The industry’s continual production of  silent "lms dur-
ing this period prolonged the silent- era exhibition practices in the United 
States.  These transpaci"c interconnections complicate the center- periphery 
model of national cinema yet also challenge the  later notion of a self- realized 
cinema “by, for, and about Asian Americans.” In chronicling an  earlier "lmic 
history, Transpaci#c Convergences considers the overlapping and entangled 
cir cuits of transpaci"c exchange. Building from work by scholars like Laura 
Isabel Serna, it takes a historicized approach to studying circulation across 
borders.16 Looking at a geography of varying scales, the book foregrounds 
the interface of the local and the national to historicize a phenomenon largely 
understood as a con temporary outcome of globalization and borderless 
Eows.  These reworkings of a historized transpaci"c "lm culture also elabo-
rate on the ways Asian American cinema and media can be rethought within 
a shiAing historiography of Asian Americans (and Japa nese Americans more 
speci"cally) reconceptualized globally and via engagements “between two 
empires.”17

Second, scholarship on Asian American "lm and media has tended to fo-
cus on bad screen objects and the ideological production of negative images 
and ste reo #pes. This tendency reEects the "eld’s concern and perhaps over-
investment in Hollywood and the “culture industries” as a center of produc-
tion. Within this view, post-1968 in de pen dent Asian American cinema seems 
merely reactive, a negative screen by which "lmmaking is  either resistant or 
complicit. But new studies of Anna May Wong, Sessue Hayakawa, and Philip 
Anh have complicated this way of viewing the relationship of Asian Ameri-
cans to the history of Hollywood by exploring the complex negotiation of in-
dividual "lm stars with screen images, the star system, and industry casting 
and production practices.18 While  these impor tant studies shed light on a 
myriad of strategies deployed by Asians and Asian Americans to adapt, re-
sist, and keep working in the industry, they also refocus our gaze at Holly-
wood itself. Transpaci#c Convergences moves further a"eld to consider a 
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multiplici# of "lm publics and a wider range of participation in the cinema. 
In her now seminal book Migrating to the Movies: Cinema and Black Urban Mo-
dernity (2005), Jacqueline Stewart looks beyond the dominant screen culture 
to consider the overlapping Black "lm publics in shaping the rise of Ameri-
can cinema. Criticizing a sole focus on the systematic objecti"cation of 
Blackness in American popu lar culture, Stewart shows how some “accounts 
unwittingly replicate the marginalization of Blackness that characterizes 
minstrelsy and the dominant cinema by obscuring the roles African Ameri-
cans have played as subjects of their own history with mass culture.” In re-
orienting the study of Black images, Stewart brings into view not only early 
Black "lm exhibition and production e>orts but also the relationship between 
cinema and Black migration to northern cities, especially in the formation 
of Black urban cultures in the early twentieth  century.19

This book aims to similarly widen and complicate the relationship of Asian 
Americans to the institution of the cinema. Transpaci#c Convergences empha-
sizes the multidimensional aspects of the cinema, or what Rick Altman re-
fers to as “cinema as event.” This formulation moves beyond "lm as text. 
Highlighting the interchange between projection and reception, Altman calls 
for a study of cinema focused on multiplici#, instabili#, mediation, and 
 materiali#. Such an approach registers cinema as a constellation of events 
rather than a uni"ed chain of images. It makes pos si ble the recognition of 
the live and performative aspects of the cinema, the disuni# of "lm as a ma-
terial object, and the intermediali# of the cinema and its viewing publics.20 
Building on  these conceptions, Transpaci#c Convergences works to expand the 
objects, sites, and foci of "lmic inquiry; in so  doing, the book recognizes 
Japa nese Americans as themselves participants in the emerging and chang-
ing "lm publics of the early twentieth  century.

Fi nally, Transpaci#c Convergences looks across racialized historiographies 
and illuminates a multilayered historici#. While at the periphery of the stu-
dio system, the early Japa nese "lmmaking of the 1910s shares a border with 
the race "lm industry and African American "lm culture of the early twen-
tieth  century. Early Japa nese "lm producers  were similarly motivated by 
discourses of racial upliA, and the systems of alternative "lmmaking and 
exhibition also reveal a historical point of overlap. From the use of Spanish 
words by Japa nese benshi in California to the patronage of Japanese- owned 
theaters by Filipino "lmgoers, the points of convergence and interracial en-
counter can become vis i ble in the ephemeral archival fragments even when 
they are obscured within the dominant historiography. In looking to the 
study of cinema and media studies (and especially early cinema studies), 
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comparative race and intersectional approaches remain  limited. Daniel Ber-
nardi’s edited collection The Birth of Whiteness: Race and the Emergence of U.S. 
Cinema (1996) continues to be one of few exceptions. Written over two de-
cades ago, Bernardi noted then that "lm studies tended to ignore race alto-
gether or take a singular racial group approach that elides the “historical, 
theoretical, and critical work on the meaning of race that  these groups 
share.”-21 More recent comparative scholarship includes Allyson Nadia Field 
and Marsha Gordon’s Screening Race in American Nontheatrical Film (2019) and 
Joshua Glick’s Los Angeles Documentary and the Production of Public History, 
1958–1977 (2018). Though the work remains emergent in cinema and media 
studies, comparative and intersectional approaches have abounded for the 
past de cade in the interdisciplinary "eld of ethnic studies (so much so that 
the "eld has reached its own abnegation). Nevertheless, ethnic studies schol-
ars have led the way, chronicling and critiquing over a  century of Afro- Asian 
encounter and beyond, from W.  E.  B. Du Bois’s declaration of Japan as 
“champion of the colored races” to the identi"cation with Black power by 
Asian American activists in the 1960s and 1970s and beyond.22

With its intertwined relationships to the LA Rebellion and the revolu-
tionary "lmmaking of Third Cinema, post-1968 Asian American in de pen-
dent "lmmaking has a “ family of resemblance” within this  earlier era of "lm 
production and exhibition.23 As Renee Tajima- Pēna, Glen Mimura, and the 
recent work by Josslyn Luckett have shown, "lmmaking prac ti tion ers and 
foundational media arts programs like Ethno- Communications worked col-
laboratively across racialized communities and made work  shaped by multi-
racial co ali tion building and Third World anticolonial solidari#.24 While 
the post-1968 period di>ers considerably, as I have indicated, this  earlier 
period’s interconnections to the race "lm industry and African American 
"lmgoing publics (as well as other sites of convergence and divergence) il-
luminate an intriguing line of continui#. In rethinking the many pasts of 
Asian American "lm history, the book ultimately hopes to reimagine its many 
pos si ble  futures.

On Lost Films and Writing Film Pasts
I "rst learned of early Japa nese "lmmaking in the United States in a footnote. 
As if breathing a life into existence, Yoshio Kishi brieEy referenced the pres-
ence of two early studios called the Japa nese American Film Com pany and 
the Yamato Graph Motion Picture Com pany in the now classic Asian Ameri-
can "lm anthology Moving the Image: In de pen dent Asian Paci#c American Me-
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dia Arts (1999).25 Unbeknownst to me then,  these two "lm companies 
produced some of the earliest known "lm productions by Japa nese Ameri-
cans. As I would  later discover, most of  these early "lms no longer exist. Films 
of this era  were made of nitrate celluloid, a highly Eammable chemical ma-
terial. With their vulnerabili# to combustion and deterioration, many early 
"lms  were destroyed. Over 80  percent of American silent- era "lms have been 
irretrievably lost. Early "lms made by Asian Americans  were even less likely 
to survive. Produced outside the commercial industry and subject to racial-
ized marginalization, early "lms by Asian Americans oAen eluded institu-
tional preservation e>orts. Excavating the history of  these lost "lms has 
enabled my writing the history of early Asian American "lmmaking.

Many of the "lms included in Transpaci#c Convergences are lost #lms, or 
"lms with no existing print. This book takes up the prob lem of “writing "lm 
histories without "lms” by widening the archive and expanding methodolog-
ical approaches. Eric Smoodin has argued that the archival turn can poten-
tially enlarge the horizons of cinema studies, opening possibilities for new 
directions and new historiographies. “Films themselves,” according to 
Smoodin, “might have a modest place and none of the singular importance 
that marked the discipline for so long.”-26 Indeed, it is in part the "eld’s priv-
ileging of extant "lms that has long  shaped the scholarly writing on Ameri-
can "lm history. In shiAing the objects of study and expanding the archives, 
Transpaci#c Convergences brings into view an alternative historiography, in-
deed a counterarchive of "lmmaking practice and possibili#.

I approach the study of lost "lms and ephemeral "lm practices as a pri-
mary rather than ancillary concern. Writing about the prob lem of lost, frag-
mentary, unreliable, and disappearing sources in the study of early African 
American "lmmaking, Allyson Nadia Field has argued that “lost to us  today, 
nonextant "lms nonetheless existed at a given time and place and functioned 
in par tic u lar contexts, had  actual e>ects on speci"c audiences, and consisted 
of certain formal properties.” Even if the  actual print no longer exists, exca-
vating the context of production, exhibition, and accounts of reception can 
provide impor tant insight into ephemeral "lm practices and on the formal 
qualities of the "lms themselves. Source materials may provide information 
on the length or format of "lms as well as narrative ele ments, whereas other 
editing and compositional features may be less easy to discern given the sur-
viving evidence. To consider any of  these aspects of lost or incomplete "lms, 
according to Field, requires us to “look beyond the screen” and to the broader 
culture of the time.27 Wherein an  actual print may not exist, the archives may 
provide insight into how "lms may have been formally constituted and how 
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ephemeral "lm practices may have been enacted, regardless of  whether we 
can currently see it.

Existing archives make it pos si ble to consider lost "lms and reconstruct 
lost "lm histories, yet they also pre sent historiographical and methodologi-
cal challenges. The archival turn in cinema studies has been enhanced by the 
availabili# of digital resources, such as Eric Hoyt’s Media History Digital 
 Library (MHDL), an indispensable resource for my research.28 However, as 
Rob King importantly notes, whereas previous generations of silent- era 
"lm historians depended on a handful of trade magazines whose primacy 
was tied to their availabili# on micro"lm, the MHDL vastly expanded  these 
holdings by digitizing scores of additional sources; but “what goes unchal-
lenged in this pro cess is the historiographical primacy of journals and fan 
magazines in the "rst place.” “The website’s very usefulness bespeaks an 
inevitable circulari#,” according to King. “Existing methodological proto-
cols have prioritized certain categories or materials for digitization (trade 
and fan magazines), which in turn ensures the ongoing production of 
scholarship that, in drawing on  those same general categories, thereby 
conforms to established methodological protocols.” Beyond additive or 
supplemental, the e>ort to expand the archive must also engage epistemo-
logical concerns and the modes of knowledge production. As King further 
asserts, “a more expansive conception of the archive unsettles traditional 
hierarchies of documentation by forcing sanctioned categories into dia-
logue with the margins. Such an interpretive practice  will, moreover, be 
dialogic twice over. Not only  will it be attuned to archival objects that inter-
rupts or disrupts business- as- usual historiography, but it  will also examine 
 those objects for traces of the counterhistories lurking beneath the oDcial 
 rec ord.”-29

While this study utilizes traditional "lm history sources, including trade 
journals and sources from the Media History Digital Library, the most impor-
tant archives for Transpaci#c Convergences come largely from underutilized 
media- related Asian American collections. First, I draw extensively from 
Japa nese American print media.30 By searching Japa nese American newspa-
pers, I was able to identify "lmmakers, producers, studios, and "lm titles, 
many of which  were completely unacknowledged in American cinema cata-
logs and "lm listings. Short articles or notices in the papers identi"ed local 
screenings of Japa nese "lms. Not only did  these sources allow me to map the 
routes of Japa nese "lm circulation in the United States, but they also enabled 
me to chronicle the work of the benshi, who exhibited and performed with 
the "lms. Japa nese American journalists and "lm critics wrote about "lms 
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and "lm viewings for local Japa nese audiences and they also provided keen 
observations of Japa nese participation in Hollywood and its "lm culture. To-
gether with mainstream newspapers, both regional and national sources, 
Japa nese American newspapers provided rich insight into early Japa nese 
American "lm practices and public cultures.

The availabili# of Japa nese American newspapers and other archival 
sources is itself a product of history and power. It was not  until the 1970s 
and the emergence of the Asian American movement that alternative repos-
itories for collecting the histories of Asian Americans was even conceivable. 
Japa nese American newspapers  were especially well preserved in collections 
 because they  were kept and used by U.S. military intelligence during the 
years leading up to World War II. Collected by the FBI as “raw data” on 
the “pro- Japan” sentiments of Issei,  these sources served as justi"cation for 
the surveillance, round-up, and mass incarceration of Japa nese Ameri-
cans.31 While I consulted numerous micro"che collections, a signi"cant 
portion of my print media sources come from the Hoji Shinbun Digital 
Archive, an open- access digital collection begun in 2017 by the Hoover In-
stitution at Stanford Universi#.32

Second, such manuscript collections as the Takeshi Ban Papers at the Japa-
nese American National Museum also provided valuable materials. This 
collection was donated by descendants in 1996. Ban was a traveling "lm ex-
hibitor and benshi who set up Japa nese "lm shows across the continental 
United States. Ban kept journals of his work between the years 1933 and 1941. 
 These materials provide invaluable insight into the operation of Japa nese "lm 
exhibition and delineate the scope and scale of the showman’s endeavors. 
Looking at Ban’s business rec ords, as well as his correspondence with Noboru 
Tsuda and Suimin Matsui, exposes the centrali# of nontheatrical venues and 
a broader network of "lmic activi#. Letters between Ban and the famed 
W. E. B. Du Bois (held at the Universi# of Mas sa chu setts Amherst Library) 
document Ban’s "lm work beyond mere commercial or entertainment pur-
poses. Ban approached the cinema as a “race man,” and his e>orts to foster 
a viewing public illuminate his ideas about racial pro gress and upliA, as I ex-
plore in chapter 2.

Non"lmic materials— including trade papers, collected oral histories, 
government documents, and ephemera— compose the bulk of my research 
archive. However, a singular "lm remains one of my most signi"cant sources. 
I "rst discovered a print of The Oath of the Sword in 2016 at the George East-
man Museum (GEM) via its cata loging in the International Federation of Film 
Archives (FIAF) International Index. As far as I know, the "lm is the earliest 
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Asian American "lm with a surviving print. Made in 1914, the "lm was pro-
duced by a com pany in Los Angeles called the Japa nese American Film Com-
pany. Its all- Japanese cast enact a story drawing on the conventional tropes 
of Madame ButterEy but also promulgate a vision of racial upliA and moder-
ni# not unlike better known race "lms of this era.

In preservation terms, The Oath of the Sword can be understood as an or-
phan #lm. In the early years of "lm preservation, the priori# was to restore 
commercial releases from the major motion picture industry. The term or-
phan #lm designates "lms outside the domain of commercial preservation. 
It also means “motion pictures abandoned by its owner or caretaker” or lack-
ing clear copyright or owner ship. Writing about the expanding scholarly 
engagement with orphan "lms, Paul Moore further asserts that the term has 
been “deliberately leA un- de"ned to include . . .  the preservation of [any] 
"lms leA on the margins.”33 Indeed, The Oath of the Sword was a classically 
orphaned "lm. The provenance of the donated print is not known. GEM rec-
ords do not capture who donated the print and when. The original print was 
photochemically preserved in 1980 and reproduced as a 35 mm safe# nega-
tive and print, which is the copy that I was able to initially view in 2016.

The materiali# of the print shapes both preservation and the understand-
ing of the "lm’s historiographical signi"cance. GEM received the original 
"lm material as a 35 mm incomplete,  silent tinted nitrate print. The Oath of 
the Sword was originally produced as a three- reel narrative feature, although 
its original length remains unknown. GEM’s surviving print was preserved 
in a slightly shortened version mea sur ing 1,778 footage feet, still contained 
in three reels. As an incomplete "lm print, a critical part of recovering the 
"lm is using written materials to "ll in the missing pieces. In the "rst chap-
ter, I analyze the surviving "lm print materials against the coverage of the 
"lm in the trade press and in documentary evidence, such as the "lm’s sce-
nario and the production com pany’s incorporation papers. Additionally, the 
incompleteness of The Oath of the Sword exempli"es the uncertain status of 
"lm as a material object. The fragili# of nitrate and the practice of produc-
ing varied prints at this time means that early "lms of this sort can rarely be 
conceived as original, complete, or de"nitive. The possibili# of recovering 
additional prints and in ongoing restoration work means that the status of 
an extant print can always change.

As of this writing, I am working on a National Film Preservation Founda-
tion grant in collaboration with GEM and the Japa nese American National 
Museum (JANM) to preserve and restore The Oath of the Sword.34 The origi-
nal nitrate has so signi"cantly deteriorated that preservation e>orts must uti-
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lize the safe# negative, relying on the original nitrate only as a reference to 
restore the original tinting in the "lm. The restoration proj ect  will restore 
the original tinting to the "lm and yield a new print for storage at GEM and 
master digital materials to be held at JANM. My e>orts  here build upon a 
growing body of work in recovering pre-1968 Asian American "lms. Some 
of the most pioneering work has been done by Asian American "lmmakers 
themselves. Arthur Dong discovered the only known existing material from 
The Curse of Quon Gwon (1916) while working on his documentary Hollywood 
Chinese (2007).35 According to Jenny Kwok Wah Lau, Dong found two reels 
of the 35 mm original negative and a 16 mm print in the basement of the Chi-
nese American Historical Socie# in San Francisco. The surviving material 
is held and preserved by the Acad emy Film Archive.36 Other research on the 
emergence of early Chinese American "lmmaking e>orts have led to the re-
covery of scant archival material and surviving reels for the "lmmakers 
James B. Leong and Joseph Sunn Jue.37 The work of Esther Eng and lesser- 
known Chinese American "lmmakers also comes to light through the work 
of the "lmmaker S. Louisa Wei and scholar Danielle Seid.38

To date, far less has been recovered for early Japa nese American feature 
"lmmaking. A surviving print of Sessue Hayakawa’s The Dragon Paint er (1919) 
was located at GEM by Stephen Gong and has since been restored and digi-
tized.39 In recovering and preserving The Oath of the Sword, it is my hope that 
the "lm can be viewed by  future audiences and scholars alike and that new 
public audiences  will encounter the "lm within the new viewing spaces of 
museums, "lm festivals, and digital media. While the contemporaneous re-
lease of the "lm was  limited, as I detail in the following chapters, it remains 
pos si ble for the once lost "lm to reemerge  under new Eickering (pixelated) 
lights.

Transpaci"c Convergences
The book begins in 1902, with an early nickelodeon established by Japa nese 
in Seattle, Washington; moves through the major developments in cinema, 
including the  silent and sound eras and the rise of the studio system; and 
ends with changes in "lm culture in the 1940s and the devastating impact of 
World War II. It contains four chapters, each or ga nized around "lm produc-
tion, exhibition, and reception to tell a story of multiple overlapping "lm 
publics in the United States during the "rst half of the twentieth  century. 
Chapter  1 explores early Japa nese American in de pen dent "lmmaking as it 
emerged over and against the development of early Hollywood. This chapter 
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recovers the "lm production e>orts of Japa nese in the United States as an 
alternative system of "lm production and circulation. I emphasize early 
"lmmaking endeavors by Japa nese in the United States as a mode of "lm-
making concerned with the optic of representing “the race.” Early Japa nese 
American "lm producers and companies developed further within the con-
text of a collective response to growing anti- Japanese sentiment on the Pa-
ci"c coast. Seizing the modern apparatus of the cinema, Japa nese in the 
United States utilized "lmmaking to address their concerns for racial pro-
gress, upliA, and respectabili#.

Even before Sessue Hayakawa established Haworth Pictures, "lmmaking 
enterprises by Japa nese burgeoned in California and beyond. As early as 
1912, Japa nese in Portland, Oregon,  were making educational "lms that 
showcased the abundance of agricultural crops harvested by Japa nese farm-
ers in California as well as other successes of the immigrant pioneers.  These 
e>orts in early "lmmaking envisioned a transpaci"c "lm enterprise from its 
inception as producers sought audiences not only in the United States but 
also in Japan. Building on  these early e>orts, the Japa nese American Film 
Com pany in 1914 opened oDces in the emerging "lmmaking capital, Los An-
geles, and produced The Oath of the Sword, a "lm I closely analyze, while the 
Fujiyama Film Com pany in 1916 followed suit and established a studio in 
nearby Redlands, California. Japa nese working in Hollywood contributed to 
other early "lm e>orts. Oriented by their geographic and professional prox-
imi# to the major studios,  these early "lmmaking enterprises charted a path 
in in de pen dent "lmmaking while also envisioning a new cinema in which 
Japa nese  were  behind the scenes and in front of the camera.

Chapter 2 charts the formation of an alternative network of "lm circula-
tion and exhibition by Japa nese in the United States. Upending the oA cited 
claim that Japa nese cinema "rst appeared in the United States via the art 
 house cir cuit of the 1950s, this chapter argues for Japa nese cinema’s Ameri-
can encounter in an  earlier moment and across an expansive cir cuit of 
 exchange by and for Japa nese Americans. Whereas Japa nese proprietors 
operated "lm theaters from the "rst start of the nickelodeon era and beyond, 
Japa nese "lms  were also oAen projected in nontheatrical exhibition venues. 
Across the United States, agricultural "elds, abandoned ware houses, Bud-
dhist  temples, communi# halls, churches, and even  people’s backyards  were 
converted into makeshiA theaters to proj ect and view Japa nese "lms. By 
highlighting  these nontheatrical contexts, I locate Japa nese "lm exhibition 
as a useful cinema that extended beyond commercially or entertainment- 
oriented purposes.
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This chapter also highlights the central role of the benshi in both perform-
ing alongside the "lm as well as serving as a "lm’s distributor and exhibitor. 
OAen it was the benshi who took the Japa nese "lm on the road, moving from 
town to town with equipment and "lm print in hand. Working in de pen dently 
or in partnership with Nichibei Kogyo Kaisha in Los Angeles, the benshi re-
tained signi"cant control in promoting, projecting, and exhibiting "lm. 
While characteristic of  silent era exhibition at large,  these dynamics in Japa-
nese "lm exhibition ensured an irreproducibili# of the "lmic experience 
even as industries moved  toward increasing standardization. Underscoring 
the localized dimensions of "lm exhibition, the chapter follows the work of 
Takeshi Ban, a benshi and Japa nese "lm exhibitor who traversed hundreds 
of exhibition sites in the United States with Japa nese "lms. Motivated not 
only by pro"t, Ban craAed a "lm public based in religiosi# and transpaci"c 
politics.

Chapter 3 explores the sound transition as it took place within and be-
tween the "lm industries of the United States and Japan. Across a rapidly 
changing industry, Japa nese in Hollywood found themselves incorporated 
into the e>orts of the major studios as they sought to recapture global audi-
ences. The emergence of sound technology introduced the prob lem of Hol-
lywood’s nationalization—as "lm became audible not only of sound but also 
of national languages. Hollywood looked to Japa nese working in the industry 
to engage the development of the new medium as translators, interpreters, 
foreign- language actors, and writers. Yet  these changes in the "lm industry 
also reinforced and forti"ed the system of racialized casting and production 
practices. In the transition to sound, early Hollywood sound "lms reengaged 
the screen Orientalism of the  silent era, animating and making audible a new 
"eld of racialized speech sounds and sonic e>ects.

The chapter also examines the residual practices of the  silent era as they 
continued across multiple aspects of Japa nese American participation in pro-
duction and exhibition. It looks at the "rst and only in de pen dent Japanese- 
language "lm made in the sound transition in the United States, along with 
a handful of amateur "lms made in the  silent medium by Japa nese produc-
ers. Fi nally, I look at the continual circulation of Japa nese  silent "lms within 
the sound era and the per sis tence of the benshi, whose work seemed to gain 
momentum with the outbreak of war in the Asia Paci"c and as Japa nese war 
and propaganda "lms began their circulation in the United States. Between 
national contexts and across the sphere of production and exhibition, 
together  these discordant aspects of Japa nese "lm culture mark the sound 
era’s audible divides.
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Chapter 4 considers the non- Japanese and working- class participants in 
Japa nese "lm culture in the United States. Filipinos, in par tic u lar,  were a siz-
able patronage for Japanese- owned "lm theaters. Looking at the theaters 
catering to Filipino patrons, I situate a "lm viewing public consolidated 
in opposition to intra- Asian relations and the racialized  labor politics of 
Depression- era California. Japa nese owned venues, like the Lincoln Theatre, 
 were located in Stockton’s Filipino district and contributed to a Filipino 
public world centered in urban leisure and consumer participation. Draw-
ing on Filipino print media sources, I consider the implications of Filipino 
presence in Japa nese "lm culture in the United States not only as eco-
nom ically motivated but also as constituting the sorts of cross- racial and 
localized encounters not easily incorporated into a singular conception of 
cinema, national or diasporic.

Not only did Japa nese own or operate "lmgoing venues for Filipino pa-
trons, but they also played a role in exhibiting some of the earliest "lms from 
the Philippines to be seen in the continental United States and Hawaii. 
Tracing the circulation of Filipino "lms in the 1930s and 1940s, this chapter 
chronicles the transpaci"c movements of early Tagalog talkies and their ex-
hibition histories in Japanese- owned theaters. Whereas the bulk of "lms 
 under consideration  were produced within the industry based in the Philip-
pine archipelago, I include within this circulation history a relatively un-
known and no longer extant Filipino "lm made in San Francisco, California, 
in the early 1930s. Additionally, Filipino "lms  were oAen exhibited in Cali-
fornia as “midnight rambles,” following a common practice of racial segre-
gation prevalent in the South.

In the epilogue, I look at the eventual collapse of  these multiple "lm 
 publics. Many of the promoters and exhibitors of Japa nese "lm  were incar-
cerated in concentration camps during World War II. The "lm culture it-
self emerged as a target of federal scrutiny and investigation. Con"scating 
"lm reels as perceived propaganda material, U.S. authorities viewed the "lm 
cultures of Japa nese in the United States as a part of the war time Paci"c 
theater. I conclude with a discussion of our con temporary media era and 
the implications of new histories of media pasts.

FUJI KAN NO LONGER EXISTS. The physical site of its former location is now 
a Citibank and Eanked on both sides by parking garages. Between the 1950s 
and 1970s, Los Angeles’s  Little Tokyo, like so many American urban neigh-
borhoods, confronted the devastating consequences of urban renewal. With 
a>ordable housing and commercial businesses demolished (in addition to 
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the long- term impact of World War II and the mass incarceration of Japa-
nese Americans), what remains of Los Angeles’s  Little Tokyo  today is con-
tained in nine square blocks. At pre sent,  there is no physical trace of the Fuji 
Kan, no reminder of its mark on the ci#, and virtually no recognition of its 
signi"cance within the history of the cinema. Its presence is lost to us, much 
like the history in this book.

Transpaci#c Convergences recovers a history not easily reconstituted. Its 
forking pathways end soon  aAer they begin. The routes of its travel require 
looking between and beyond the major "lm studios and dominant "lm cul-
tures. It moves across borders and, at times, creates them. In telling the story 
of a lost "lm history, Transpaci#c Convergences reconsiders not only what that 
history entails but also the terms by which it is re imagined. Such a telling 
reveals a history of the cinema that has never been singular nor chronologi-
cal. It is not led from the core to the periphery nor bounded by clear catego-
ries and designations. Instead, Transpaci#c Convergences illuminates a media 
past unfurled in its fragments. In mapping “alternative” and “marginal” "lm 
networks, routes, and practices, I do tell the story of the cinema, not of the 
history that would come to be but of the one that could have been.
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name a few, see Desser, “Kung Fu Craze”; Ongiri, “-‘Just like Bruce Lee’-”; Cha- Jua, 
“Black Audiences”; for another comparative perspective focused on early Hollywood, 
see Marez, “Pancho Villa.”

22. The scholarship on Afro- Asian connection centered on Japan and Japa nese 
Americans includes Kurashige, Shifting Grounds of Race; Mullen, Afro- Orientalism; On-
ishi, Transpaci#c Antiracism; Schleitwiler, Strange Fruit; Horne, Facing the Rising Sun.

23. The phrase “families of resemblance” comes from Lipsitz, “Cruising around the 
Historical”; for a related concept in media studies, see Shohat, “Ethnicities- in- 
Relation”; Shohat and Stam, Unthinking Eurocentricism.

24. Tajima- Peña, “Moving the Image”; Mimura, Ghostlife of Third Cinema; Luckett, 
“ Toward a More Perfect.”

25. Kishi, “Final Mix: Unscheduled.”
26. Smoodin, “As the Archive Turned,” 100.
27. Field, Uplift Cinema, 26.
28. The Media History Digital Library has recently begun to expand its holdings into 

non- English- language sources.
29. King, “Early Hollywood,” xi.
30. For a discussion of Japa nese American print media, see Robinson, Paci#c Citi-

zens; Yoo, “-‘Read All about It.’-”
31. Azuma, “Hoji Shinbun Digital Collection.”
32. The database is an unparalleled resource containing over 145 titles from the con-

tinental United States, Hawaii, and across the Japa nese global diaspora. Sources like 
the San Francisco– based newspapers Japanese- American News and New World Sun be-
gan English- language sections as early as the 1910s. The majori# of my sources  were 
focused on the English- language sections and in newspapers produced in California 
and Washington.

33. Moore, “Ephemera as Medium,” 136.
34. I would like to acknowledge the work of the primary participants involved in the 

restoration of The Oath of the Sword (via the grant proposal from the National Film Pres-
ervation Foundation), especially Caroline Yeager and Anthony L’Abbate, from the 
George Eastman Museum, and Karen Ishizuka, Thomas Gallatin, and Kristen Hayashi, 
from the Japa nese American National Museum. Thanks also to Dan Streible for his con-
tinual support, and to Stephen Gong for his mentorship.

35. Arthur Dong also published a collection of his archival research on early Chi-
nese American "lm history wherein he chronicles the discovery of The Curse of Quon 
Gwon. For a discussion of his restoration work, see Dong, Hollywood Chinese.

36. Lau, “Marion E. Wong.”
37. For scholarship on early Chinese American "lmmaking, see Kar, Bren, and Ho, 

Hong Kong Cinema; Curry, “Part One”; Curry, “Part Two”; Wang, “Alter- Centering Chi-
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nese Cinemas”; Gruenewald and Wang, “East- West Flows”; Gow, “Performing Chi-
natown”; Fahlstedt, Chinatown Film Culture.

38. Golden Gate Girls, directed by Wei Shiyu (2013); Seid, “Forever Her Chinatown.”
39. In 2008, Milestone released a DVD of the restored "lm The Dragon Paint er along 

with supplemental materials.

Chapter One
1. Ichioka, “Japa nese Associations.”
2. Kurashige, Shifting Grounds of Race.
3. Azuma, Between Two Empires.
4. The Supreme Court’s decision rested on the question of race. In its 1922 land-

mark decision, the court ruled that Ozawa was not “white”  because he was not “Cau-
casian” (which was de"ned by the pseudoscience of racial taxonomy) and therefore 
ineligible for naturalized citizenship. For background on the case, see Ichioka, “Early 
Japa nese Immigrant Quest.”

5. Ichioka, “Japa nese Associations,” 409–437.
6. Palmquist, “Asian Photog raphers.”
7. Sueyoshi, “Mindful Masquerades”; see also Sueyoshi, Discriminating Sex.
8. Lupack, Early Race Filmmaking, 7; scholars and historians such as Thomas Cripps 

and Pearl Bowser conducted pioneering archival work on the history of race "lms. The 
scholarship on the race "lm industry, its "lmmakers and "lm productions, is vast and 
includes Cripps, “Birth of a Race”; Bowser, Gaines, and Musser, Oscar Micheaux; 
Gaines, Fire and Desire; Stewart, Migrating to the Movies; Caddoo, Envisioning Freedom; 
Field, Uplift Cinema.

9. Miyao, Sessue Hayakawa, 24–27.
10. Miyao, 27.
11. “Protest Referred,” Los Angeles Herald, January 27, 1916; “Proposal to prevent the 

cele bration of [the] anti- Japanese motion picture,” January 1, 1916, in Gijiroku [charac-
ters] [Minutes of meetings]. Japa nese American Research Proj ect (Yuji Ichioka) collection 
of material about Japa nese in the United States (Collection 2010), Library Special Collec-
tions, Charles E. Young Research Library, UCLA [translated by Toshikuni Kawashima].

12. “Japa nese Seek to Halt Film ‘The Cheat’: Censorship Board See the Opera House 
Picture and Approves It,” San Bernardino Daily Sun, January 22, 1916, 5; “Japa nese Pro-
test Photoplay Exhibition,” Los Angeles Herald, January 22, 1916.

13. Moving Picture World, February 19, 1916, 1114.
14. “Japa nese Paper Makes Objection to Play of Local House,” Honolulu Star Bulle-

tin, May 23, 1916, 5.
15. Miyao, Sessue Hayakawa, 28.
16. Cripps, Slow Fade to Black; Rogin, “-‘Sword Became a Flashing.’-”
17. Fields, Uplift Cinema, 151–184.
18. Motion Picture News, February 19, 1916, 992.
19. “Japa nese Seek to Halt Film,” 5.
20. Birchard, Cecil B. DeMille’s Hollywood.
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